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wow, you are so right that it was called yoga anshairineya parama shakthi in vyasa. now, what does that mean? is it anything to do with what u have mentioned? gauri amman shakthi? how is that? i cant say anything on this because the guru says anything, everyone else has to be concluded according to his/her interpretation of the text. darshan is something
which comes when one is absorbed into the consciousness of the seer, a state of complete awareness of both one's self and the environment. only then the known, i.e. the seer, the conscious, and the observer, becomes total awareness. yes, he can possess a particular aspect of the divine power or energy or whatever you call it, but that alone is not the
complete vision. in him everything is seen in a new light. he is the original seer or knower. its called the darshan or revelation of the truth. he who gets the vision does not think of anything, i. he doesnt say, waht shiva does. what he says is nothing, nor do i think he also has to talk about the origin. shiva and sadhguru are living beings. why must he talk about the
origin of what he is in the personal experience. if he says it is not the origin of yoga or that he is not teaching this or that, then what he says is not just his personal opinion or belief. its just that the reality, its the absolute truth. its not like i want to tell him that i have darshan of the truth or i dont have darshan of the truth. to begin with, i dont need to know the
truth, what i say is my personal belief. he is telling me that i am not aware of the truth because i don''t have darshan of it. the complete vision is called yoga which is called anshairineya parama shakthi. what that means is that it is supreme, it is itself complete. anyone who does not have this kind of darshan or vision is not complete. whatever is vyasa''s vision or
his understanding of darshan, he writes it in his vaidik hymn. so, anything which he has written in vaidik hymns is true.
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he is a fun guy to be with and a good friend but also a very focused person. that is why he questions you on these things. the tendency of critics is to try and prove the person they are criticizing wrong. there is nothing wrong in what he is doing and it seems he is an entity who is good for everyone, not just yogis. every belief has a story to tell and the story is in
the mind of the believer. the vishnu story is not the mahabharata, it is just the story of vishnu. shivaji story is different from shivaji. same is for krishna. shiva has many stories. and its all about the perception of that story and how its conveying the message. it doesnt matter if it is fact or myth. it is only what a person remembers or thinks about it. in the present, i
am convinced that shiva is a form of consciousness and therefore a form of god. it is just a matter of understanding and then the story will start. these stories have been told for ages and it is just a matter of becoming wise (by listening, observing, doing, reading) then it is about understanding and then the stories come alive. but if we try to make them true with
facts, they become a load to carry and we stop listening, watching, doing and then they lose their meaning. of course it is a one way street. but sadhguru is so clever that he accepted all criticism that came his way as if it was always true. such is the art of sadhguru! despite his story that shiva is not god, the chicks in his ashram accept shiva is a god. if sadhguru
can make up stories and put up lies that he makes others believe as the truth, why cant the rest of us do the same? i do the same, ive written dozens of stories on the internet. ive written that the mummies in egypt is alien for scientific reason. ive written that marine biology is wrong. ive written that adolf hitler was right about the jews being the internationalists.

ive written that the gfc was due to government manipulation. ive written that obama is a jesuit creating a world of homosexuality to conquer and enslave the world. actually, ive written more than 150 stories. ive written what a hundred religions have taught from the beginning. also, ive written that the bible is wrong. ive written what a hundred homoerotic
magazines are and how they came up and how to find them. ive written that vidya is not real and how to understand why we have dark minds and we need light. ive written on the quran and how it is wrong. ive written on the bible that it is wrong. ive written that the rev. martin luther king, jr. is not a christian. ive written that the quran is true. ive written on

wittgenstein that he was a homosexual and that the nazis knew it and created a campaign to condemn him because of it. ive written on the quran that it is wrong. it does not matter. ive written about the partition. ive written that the day has passed. ive written that we are in 2012. ive written that the time for world should be back to 1350 a.d. ive written that is a
winnable war in south sudan. ive written that there is no god. ive written how to get love. ive written how to get money. ive written on astrology. ive written about ceo salary. ive written that the earth was moving around the sun and that we should leave the sun and move to outer space. ive written how to get birth defects. ive written that communism is an

evolution from capitalism. 5ec8ef588b
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